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Welcome to all who are participating in this year’s Charleston Vendor Showcase. Please take a moment to visit with all our exhibitors and thank them for their support! Please use this helpful guide, containing all the exhibitors’ locations, products, and contact information. Learn the most about what’s available here at the Charleston Vendor Showcase and in the exciting world of electronic resources, publishing, and bookselling.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Vendor Showcase Exhibitor List by Table Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Docuseek2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>BioOne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>American Society for Microbiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Bloomsbury / ICE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Royal Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>ACCUCOMS INC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Alexander Street Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>EBSCO Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Faculty of 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>The MIT Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>RAND State Statistics and EcoAmericas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>Duke University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>YBP Library Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Palgrave Macmillan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>GeoScienceWorld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Accessible Archives, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Readex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Adam Matthew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>S&amp;P Capital IQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>The JAMA Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>Oxford University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>SWETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>De Gruyter Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>Infolbase Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>Wolters Kluwer Health l Ovid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>Penn State University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>McGraw-Hill Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>Begell House, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>Emerald Group Publishing Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>Paratext</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>Columbia University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>ProQuest (eBook Solutions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>ProQuest (Research Management Tools)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37.</td>
<td>ProQuest (Online Content Collections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38.</td>
<td>ProQuest (Library Technology Solutions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.</td>
<td>Alibris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.</td>
<td>Project MUSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42.</td>
<td>Midwest Library Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43.</td>
<td>SPIE Digital Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44.</td>
<td>Annual Reviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45.</td>
<td>Mergent, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46.</td>
<td>University of Virginia Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.</td>
<td>ACS Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48.</td>
<td>Allen Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.</td>
<td>Allen Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50.</td>
<td>Karger Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51.</td>
<td>American Psychological Association (APA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52.</td>
<td>Rittenhouse Book Distributors, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53.</td>
<td>AIP Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54.</td>
<td>Wiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55.</td>
<td>Wiley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56.</td>
<td>World Scientific Publishing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57.</td>
<td>Brill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58.</td>
<td>SAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59.</td>
<td>OCLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.</td>
<td>HARRASSOWITZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61.</td>
<td>CAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62.</td>
<td>Thieme Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63.</td>
<td>Ingram Courts Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td>INTELECOM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65.</td>
<td>STAT!Ref</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66.</td>
<td>ASTM International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67.</td>
<td>Digital Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68.</td>
<td>Alliance of Crop, Soil, &amp; Environmental Science Societies (ACSESS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69.</td>
<td>Cambridge University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70.</td>
<td>Geological Society/NRC Research Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.</td>
<td>Harvard University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72.</td>
<td>WT Cox Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73.</td>
<td>Elsevier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74.</td>
<td>AAAS / Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75.</td>
<td>ARTstor / Shared Shelf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76.</td>
<td>IOP Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77.</td>
<td>Sabinet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78.</td>
<td>Swank Digital Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79.</td>
<td>SAE International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80.</td>
<td>Statista</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>81.</td>
<td>Nature Publishing Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>82.</td>
<td>Gale, Cengage Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>83.</td>
<td>InteLex Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84.</td>
<td>Modern Language Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85.</td>
<td>Credo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86.</td>
<td>Ex Libris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87.</td>
<td>JoVE - Journal of Visualized Experiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88.</td>
<td>BMJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89.</td>
<td>Taylor &amp; Francis Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90.</td>
<td>JSTOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91.</td>
<td>Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92.</td>
<td>OpinionArchives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93.</td>
<td>Kanopy Streaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94.</td>
<td>The Video Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.</td>
<td>Maney Publishing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96.</td>
<td>Springer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97.</td>
<td>AcademicPub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98.</td>
<td>Wolper Information Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99.</td>
<td>IGI Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100.</td>
<td>ITMS Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101.</td>
<td>Informa Healthcare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Association for the Advancement of Science
1200 New York Avenue NW
Washington, DC  20005  USA
Website:  ScienceOnline.org

Keith Layson
Publisher Relations Specialist
Email:  klayson@aaas.org

Ryan Rexroth
Publisher Relations Specialist
Email:  rrexroth@aaas.org

PRODUCTS: Science Online
           Science Signaling
           Science Translational Medicine
           Science Classic
           Science Express

AVAILABILITY: AAAS/Science e-resources are available via site-wide access to academia, corporations, research institutes, and hospitals.

DESCRIPTION: Science, published by AAAS is the world’s leading weekly general scientific journal. Science features peer-reviewed, original scientific research articles and reports, science and research news, as well as policy forums and perspectives on current topics. Additional e-resources published by AAAS include Science Classic, Science Express, Science Signaling, and Science Translational Medicine.

The Science Reader App for the iPad includes the latest news, abstracts, career advice, and highlights from Science, Science Signaling, and Science Translational Medicine.

110 William Street
30th Floor
New York, NY 10038 USA
Website:  www.academicpub.com

Alyssa Montalbano
Sales Representative
Voice:  646-442-8833
Fax:  646-442-8841
Email:  amontalbano@academicpub.com

PRODUCTS: Custom course packs for educational use.

AVAILABILITY: Platform access, including the ability to build a book from our library of over 8 million pieces of content, is currently available to all educators. Once a course pack has been adopted for classroom use, students will be able to purchase their assigned learning materials through AcademicPub.

DESCRIPTION: AcademicPub provides a fast and easy way for educators to create custom course packs, with affordable prices and up-to-the-minute materials for students. The web-based platform allows instructors freedom to incorporate content from a variety of sources—web articles, textbooks, self-generated lectures, or from over 8 million units of copyright-cleared material provided by 225+ publishers in the AcademicPub Content Library. With AcademicPub, the ideal course pack is just a few clicks away.

AVAILABILITY: Offered to university and public libraries, historical societies, community colleges, genealogical associations and government agencies. Free trials and Webinars are available upon request. Accessible Archives has retained Unlimited Priorities LLC as its exclusive sales and marketing agent.

DESCRIPTION: Our databases are comprised of 18th and 19th century primary source content and feature keyed text and full page images, with color where available. This content is fully searchable utilizing our latest interface release incorporating books, journals and newspapers, and MARC records. Much of the data is exclusively available from Accessible Archives!

PRODUCTS: ACCUCOMS provides sales representation in North America for the following publishers: Akadémiai Kiadó, American Society of Nephrology (ASN), American Society of Plant Biology (ASPB), British Editorial Society of Bone & Joint Surgery, Future Science Group, IOS Press, and WARC.

AVAILABILITY: Publisher site licenses are available to academic, hospital, corporate, government, and non-profit libraries.


ASPB – publishes two journals in plant science, the most highly-cited Plant Physiology, and the top-ranked journal, Plant Cell. www.aspb.org.

The Bone & Joint Journal, formerly known as JBJS (British Volume) – publishes the most valued source of information for orthopaedic researchers and clinicians, 65 years of excellence in publishing. www.bjj.boneandjoint.org.uk.


IOS Press – publishes more than 110 journals and 2,000 books in the fields of medicine, neuroscience, engineering, and sociology. www.iospress.nl.

WARC – publishes a database of 7,000+ award-winning case studies and 46,000+ articles and best practice guides in the areas of marketing and advertising, utilized by both corporate and educational institutions. www.warc.com.
Sara Rouhi, Library Relations Manager
Voice: 202-872-4600
Fax: 202-872-6005
Email: s_rouhi@acs.org

Jason Brown, Senior Account Manager
Voice: 202-340-7647
Fax: 202-747-5786
Email: j_brown2@acs.org

Michael Woodruff, Senior Marketing Manager
Voice: 614-447-3638
Fax: 614-447-5475
Email: m_woodruff@acs.org

Yung Murphy, Senior Account Manager
Voice: 404-313-2727
Fax: 202-872-6005
Email: ymurphy@acs.org

PRODUCTS: ACS Publications will be showcasing our two newest online journals, ACS Photonics and Environmental Science & Technology Letters, as well as the peer-reviewed e-books of the ACS Symposium Series.

ACSESS Digital Library

AVAILABILITY: ACS Photonics and Environmental Science & Technology Letters are now accepting manuscript submissions. Just Accepted Manuscripts will be made available publicly, at no charge until the end of 2013. The first issues of both journals will also be publicly available with subsequent issues available by subscription.

ACS ChemWorx, the ACS Style Guide, and enhancements to our archived supporting information are currently available at no charge.

The following products must be purchased separately: The 1,300+ peer-reviewed e-books of the ACS Symposium Series are available separately. The ACS Symposium Series Archive covers content from 1950-2009 and is available as one-time-purchase or an annual lease. The current years (2010 and later) may be purchased by year with each year providing approximately 30-35 books.

DESCRIPTION: Find out what’s new from ACS Publications for the library, research, and educational communities. Visit ACS Publications at the Vendor Showcase in booth #47.
PRODUCTS: AIP Journals
AIP Digital Archives

DESCRIPTION: AIP Publishing LLC provides the global physical science community with a comprehensive collection of highly cited peer reviewed scientific information. Accessed by researchers at nearly 4,000 institutions worldwide, AIP Publishing's portfolio of 17 journals includes prestigious titles such as Applied Physics Letters, Journal of Applied Physics and The Journal of Chemical Physics, and the AIP Conference Proceedings series. AIP Publishing also publishes on behalf of several of AIP's Member Societies and other publishing partners. http://journals.aip.org

Adam Matthew

Pelham House, London Road
Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 2AG UK
Website: www.amdigital.co.uk

Khal Rudin, Director
Voice: +44 (0) 1672 518884 (PA)
Fax: +44 (0) 1672 511663
Email: khal@amdigital.co.uk

Ben Cartwright, Head of U.S. Sales
Voice: 312-445-6290
Email: ben@amedu.com

Jonathan Mansfield,
Creative and Communications Manager
Voice: +44 (0) 1672 518308
Fax: +44 (0) 1672 511663
Email: jon@amdigital.co.uk

Tom Derrick, Editorial Communications Lead
Voice: +44 (0) 1672 518325
Fax: +44 (0) 1672 511663
Email: tom@amdigital.co.uk

PRODUCTS:

American Indian Histories and Cultures presents unique materials from one of the finest archival collections on American Indian history and culture available: The Edward E. Ayer Collection at The Newberry Library, Chicago.
The second collection in our "First World War Portal," The First World War: Propaganda and Recruitment offers a wide variety of primary sources on recruitment, training, morale, public opinion, censorship and the development of different forms of propaganda during the period.
Covering the 18th and 19th centuries, China, America and the Pacific: Trade and Cultural Exchange provides primary source materials for the study of the history of North American trade and cultural exchange with China. The collection also provides coverage of China's economic dealings with the whole of East Asia and the Pacific.

AVAILABILITY: Adam Matthew collections are available for a one-time purchase with a minimal annual hosting fee. We use flexible pricing and payment structures dependent on fiscal requirements. Please contact info@amdigital.co.uk to receive a bespoke price quote for your institution. Free trials are available at: http://www.amdigital.co.uk/trial-request/

DESCRIPTION: Adam Matthew is an award winning publisher of unique primary source collections whose passion is to collaborate with leading libraries and academics to produce powerful research and dynamic teaching collections for universities, colleges and libraries.
Alexander Street Press

3212 Duke Street
Alexandria, VA 22314 USA
Website: http://alexanderstreet.com

Stephen Rhind-Tutt
President
Email: rhindtutt@astreetpress.com

Eileen Lawrence
Vice President, Sales & Marketing
Email: lawrence@astreetpress.com

Jessica Kemp
Director of Marketing and Customer Service
Email: jkemp@astreetpress.com

Jenni Wilson
Sales Manager
Email: jwilson@astreetpress.com

PRODUCTS: Stop by TABLE 7 to learn more about our revolutionary new interface, with powerful research and learning features including smart browsing facets, editor-curated discipline pages, advanced tools for clipping and sharing, and much more. New and forthcoming resources from Alexander Street Press include Psychological Experiments Online, Environmental Studies in Video, Engineering in Video, Global Business and Economics in Video, Veterinary Education in Video, and Counseling and Psychotherapy Transcripts: Volume II.

DESCRIPTION: Alexander Street Press brings scholarship to life, pairing unique and rare archival materials with the highest quality content and most advanced technology of today. We deliver advanced indexing and powerful search to ensure librarians, faculty, and students have access to the best content delivered in the best way.

Alibris

1250 45th Street, Suite 100
Emeryville, CA 94608 USA
Website: www.alibris.com/library

Shelly Stuard
Director, Library Services
Voice: 510-594-4530
Fax: 510-550-6052
Email: shellys@alibris.com

PRODUCTS: Books, movies, and music: hard-to-find, out-of-print, new and used. Also custom tools for managing replacement and collection development projects.

AVAILABILITY: Offered currently to the acquisitions and collection development audience.

DESCRIPTION: Alibris for Libraries is the leading library supplier of used and hard-to-find books, movies and music.

Alibris has millions of out-of-print, older in-print, and otherwise unavailable titles in stock. We offer flexible payment options, consolidated shipping, and custom tools for managing replacement and collection development projects.
Allen Press, Inc.

810 East 10th Street
Lawrence, KS 66044 USA
Website: www.allenpress.com

Melanie Dolechek
Director, Publishing and Marketing
Voice: 800-627-0932 x.563
Fax: 785-843-1226
Email: mdolechek@allenpress.com

Bridget Lamb
Client Marketer
Voice: 785-843-1234 x.248
Fax: 785-843-1226
Email: blamb@allenpress.com

PRODUCTS: Academic and scholarly publications that span the fields of medicine, zoology, ecology and environmental sciences.

AVAILABILITY: All journals are available in both print and online formats for institutional and individual subscription at any time.

DESCRIPTION: Allen Press provides the most comprehensive offering of integrated services for scholarly journal and special-interest publication production in the industry. We offer a true integrated author-to-reader solution that includes manuscript submission to print and online delivery and everything in between.

In 1996, Allen Press Publishing Services was established and has been dedicated to publishing the highest-quality scholarly journals for our society partners. Allen Press is proud to co-publish peer-reviewed journals that are significant in scholarly research and universal in scope. These journals present original research in the areas of medicine, zoology, ecology, and environmental sciences.

American Psychological Association (APA)

750 First Street NE
Washington, DC 20002-4242 USA
Website: www.apa.org/databases

Michael H. Miyazaki
Documentation / Training Specialist
Voice: 202-572-3012
Fax: 202-336-5633
Email: mmiyazaki@apa.org

Peter Gaviorno, Senior Director,
Sales, Licensing, Marketing, & Exhibits
Voice: 202-219-3999
Fax: 202-336-5633
Email: pgaviorno@apa.org

Timothy Rinda
Director, Database & Electronic Product Marketing
Voice: 202-336-5736
Fax: 202-336-6191
Email: trinda@apa.org

PRODUCTS: PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, PsycBOOKS, PsycEXTRA, PsycCRITIQUES, PsycTESTS, PsycTHERAPY, APA Books E-Collections, APA Handbooks in Psychology, and APA Video Introduction to Psychotherapy Systems. All will be demonstrated on the APA PsycNET platform.

AVAILABILITY: Institutions – APA offers institutions options for licensing and purchasing electronic content, along with free 30-day trials. For access and pricing information, go to www.apa.org/pubs/databases/institutions.

APA Members and Individuals – APA members and individuals can subscribe to special packages of electronic resources. Also available is a pay-as-you-go option, as APA databases can be searched on a transactional basis through APA PsycNET Direct. For access and pricing information, go to www.apa.org/pubs/databases/individuals.

DESCRIPTION: The American Psychological Association publishes premier content for psychology and the behavioral sciences. In addition to print publications, APA offers a full suite of databases and electronic resources, which include PsycINFO, PsycARTICLES, PsycBOOKS, PsycEXTRA, PsycCRITIQUES, PsycTESTS, PsycTHERAPY, APA Books E-Collections, APA Handbooks in Psychology, and APA Video Introduction to Psychotherapy Systems. All provide vital information relevant to a variety of academic and professional disciplines.

For more information, please visit APA in the Vendor Showcase or visit the Librarian’s Resource Center at www.apa.org/librarians.
American Society for Microbiology

38 Chauncy Street, Suite 1002
Boston, MA 02111 USA
Website: www.asm.org

Mark Monfasani
Global Sales Manager
Voice: 617-395-4069
Fax: 617-354-6875
Email: mmonfasani@pcgplus.com

PRODUCTS: ASM journals – a collection of titles from the largest scientific society of individuals interested in the microbiological sciences.

DESCRIPTION: For over 90 years ASM, the American Society for Microbiology, has published leading journals in the field. New this Fall, our content platform, ASMscience, and our ebook collections will let us better serve libraries and the research community, in line with our goals as a non-profit society publisher. Come by our booth for a chance to win free ebook collection access for your library, and to find out more about our new publications.

Annual Reviews

4139 El Camino Way
Palo Alto, CA 94306 USA
Website: www.annualreviews.org

Nick Niemeyer, Sales Operations Director
Voice: 650-843-6652
Fax: 650-424-0910
Email: nniemeyer@annualreviews.org

Jackie Wiederholt, Consortia Sales Manager
Voice: 650-843-6694
Fax: 650-424-0910
Email: jwiederholt@annualreviews.org

Anna Fleming, Institutional Marketing Specialist
Voice: 650-843-6684
Fax: 312-277-3814
Email: afleming@annualreviews.org

PRODUCTS: Annual Reviews Journals: 41 comprehensive, authoritative journals in the Biomedical, Life, Physical, and Social Sciences, including Economics. Founded in 1932, with the Annual Review of Biochemistry, Annual Reviews continues to expand its scope to new disciplines. In 2014, Annual Reviews launches the following three new journals, all with complimentary online access during their first year: Annual Review of Statistics and Its Application (January), Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior (March), and the Annual Review of Virology (September).

AVAILABILITY: Annual Reviews offers a variety of collections solutions and site licenses for institutions and consortia worldwide. Annual Reviews Mobile allows users to pair institutional subscriptions to access articles on-the-go and personalize browsing options.

DESCRIPTION: Annual Reviews intelligently synthesizes relevant primary research – including books, articles, and data – to report important ideas and trends. Comprehensive overviews prevent duplication of research effort, address conflicting studies, and suggest effective new research directions. The articles and their extensive bibliographies guide readers to the most significant literature within a topic. Annual Reviews continues to invest in technology and endorse industry standards, such as offering COUNTER-compliant usage statistics and participating in the KBART Recommended Practice for metadata transfer, to help libraries and their technology partners provide seamless access to its online journals.
PRODUCTS: Shared Shelf and ARTstor Digital Library.

AVAILABILITY: Shared Shelf is offered as a subscription service to all higher education institutions internationally, and the Artstor Digital Library is available as a subscription service to universities, community colleges, museums, libraries, and K-12 schools worldwide.

DESCRIPTION: Artstor is a nonprofit devoted to using technology to support teaching, learning, and research. The Artstor Digital Library makes available 1.6 million images to 1,500 educational institutions and museums worldwide. Artstor also offers Shared Shelf, a Web-based media management software service that allows institutions to catalog, edit, store, and share local collections within the Artstor Workspace or on local and open sites.
PRODUCTS: ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library.

AVAILABILITY: Offered to all audiences, specifically scientific, technical and engineering markets. Academic, non-Academic and Government.

DESCRIPTION: The ASTM Standards and Engineering Digital Library is a vast collection of industry-leading standards and technical engineering information. The library covers a broad range of engineering disciplines, including aerospace, biomedical, chemical, civil, environmental, geological, health and safety, industrial, materials science, mechanical, nuclear, petroleum, soil science, and solar engineering.

While ASTM is best known for its 13,000 standards, the Standards and Engineering Digital Library also includes nearly every other ASTM publication – 8 journals, more than 1,500 books and 60,000 papers and chapters, dating back to 1932.

These seminal reference publications provide:

- critical insight on the need for a standard as well as the technology and research that lead to its development;
- hands-on guidance on the proper application and interpretation of a standard;
- first-hand accounts of user experiences and their opinions on improvements and future needs.
Begell House Inc.

50 Cross Highway
Redding, CT 06896 USA
Website: www.dl.begellhouse.com

Lolly Madden
Marketing Account Manager
Voice: 203-938-1300
Fax: 203-938-1304
Email: lolly@begellhouse.com

PRODUCTS: Begell Digital Library.
AVAILABILITY: Currently offered to any institution seeking journals, books, eBooks, databases and reference materials in engineering and medical sciences for use in academics or research.
DESCRIPTION: Begell House, Inc. publishes books and journals in print and on-line, offering research and information across a broad spectrum of engineering and biomedical and biological sciences. With titles in heat and mass transfer, multiphase systems, fluid dynamics, computational chemical and medical sciences and applications, Begell House is your source for timely research data in all areas of science, medicine, and technology. Our online library, The BEGELL DIGITAL LIBRARY, (BDL), is a comprehensive, full-text database providing the latest research data in engineering and biomedical sciences and applied works. The BDL contains professional peer-reviewed journals, major engineering references, International Centre for Heat & Mass Transfer conference proceedings, eBooks and more.

BioOne

38 Chauncy Street, Suite 1002
Boston, MA 02111 USA
Website: www.bioone.org

Donna Loews
Global Director of Sales and Operations
Voice: 617-395-4044
Fax: 617-395-4045
Email: donna.loews@bioone.org

PRODUCTS: BioOne Complete comprises BioOne.1 and BioOne.2
AVAILABILITY: Anyone who is in need of research content in the biological, ecological or environmental sciences.
DESCRIPTION: BioOne maximizes access to peer-reviewed content in organismal and integrative biology, ecology, and environmental science through a powerful collaboration of authors, nonprofit publishers, and the library community.

As a nonprofit organization operating on a cost-recovery basis, BioOne provides a balanced, low-cost alternative to restrictive commercial publishers without sacrificing the quality research, global reach, and flexible technology that librarians and their patrons require.

As such, BioOne remains dedicated to the work of publishers from nonprofit societies, associations, museums, institutions, and presses located around the world. We seek to preserve and promote a critical segment of bioscience research and best practices in scholarly communication by providing a sustainable online platform for 171 full-text publications.
PRODUCTS: The Churchill Archive
Drama Online
ICE Virtual Library

AVAILABILITY: Available now for libraries, educators, students, and researchers.

DESCRIPTION: Publishers Communication Group (PCG) is representing the following publishers and digital resources:

Bloomsbury Academic is featuring two important digital collections: The Churchill Archive, a unique resource bringing together nearly one million documents amassed by Winston S. Churchill throughout his life, online for the first time; and Drama Online, the ultimate online resource for plays, critical analysis and performance for libraries, educators, students and researchers.

ICE Publishing was founded in 1818 with the aim to “foster and promote the art and science of civil engineering,” and is the oldest civil engineering society in the world. ICE Publishing has journal subscriptions, journal archives and an ebook collection, all hosted on the ICE Virtual Library, featuring authorship from around the world.

BMJ

PRODUCTS: World-renowned medical journals, including The BMJ and 40+ specialty journals.

AVAILABILITY: Online and print subscriptions are available for 40+ medical journals at individual and institutional rates. Physicians, researchers, nurses, and other healthcare marketing professionals rely on BMJ journals for the latest medical advances and archived content.

DESCRIPTION: BMJ is one of the world’s leading providers of medical information to physicians, researchers and other healthcare professionals. Our flagship journal – The BMJ – is one of the most respected medical journals in the world and is ranked 4/155 in general and experimental medicine. The BMJ combines a journalistic approach with rigorous academic analysis to ensure its content is objective and the topics are newsworthy. The online version is updated daily to provide readers with the latest advancements in the medical community.

BMJ also publishes 40+ other high-quality journals that provide practical and objective content from world-renowned medical experts.

A few leading titles include: Gut; Heart; Thorax; Archives of Disease in Childhood; Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases; and the Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry. A fellowship to BMJ Case Reports also provides a unique opportunity to your institution that includes submitting unlimited case reports for potential publishing and access to the largest collection of case reports available.

Discover what your collection is missing! Stop by table 88 in the Calhoun Room or contact us at journalsales.northamerica@bmj.com or (855) 458-0579.
PRODUCTS: Brill Online Books and Journals, Brill Online Reference Works, Brill Online Bibliographies, and Brill Online Primary Sources.

AVAILABILITY: Researchers and academic libraries and institutions.

DESCRIPTION: Brill is a leading scholarly publisher with a rich history and strong international focus publishing over 170 journals and 700 new books and reference works each year, focusing on the Humanities and Social Sciences, International and Human Rights Law, and the History of Science and Natural Sciences.


AVAILABILITY: Cambridge online products are available for institutional purchase worldwide. Please contact online@cambridge.org for pricing and more information.

DESCRIPTION: Cambridge Books Online (ebooks.cambridge.org) offers access to over 20,000 titles within a user-friendly environment. Titles include current new releases and an extensive backlist. Flexible purchase plans allow libraries to pick a preset subject collection, create a custom collection, or select title-by-title.

Cambridge Journals Online (journals.cambridge.org) is the e-publishing service for over 300 peer-reviewed academic journals. Libraries can purchase access to our entire list, major packages of HSS or STM titles, or small subject and custom packages.
Ben Peters
Account Consultant
Voice: 614-447-3600
Email: bpeters@cas.org

PRODUCTS: SciFinder, STN, and Science IP.

DESCRIPTION: Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS), a division of the American Chemical Society, is the world’s authority for chemical information. CAS is the only organization in the world whose objective is to find, collect and organize all publicly disclosed chemical substance information. A team of scientists worldwide curates and controls the quality of our databases, which are recognized as the most comprehensive and authoritative by chemical and pharmaceutical companies, universities, government organizations and patent offices around the world. By combining these databases with advanced search and analysis technologies (SciFinder and STN), CAS delivers the most current, complete, secure and interlinked digital information environment for scientific discovery.

Brad Hebel
Sales Manager
Voice: 212-459-0600 x.7130
Fax: 212-459-3679
Email: bh2106@columbia.edu

Herbert Plummer
Sales Rep, Digital Products
Voice: 212-459-0600 x.7112
Fax: 212-459-3679
Email: hp2356@columbia.edu

PRODUCTS: Columbia International Affairs Online (CIAO), Columbia Granger’s World of Poetry, Columbia Gazetteer of the World.

AVAILABILITY: Offered currently (online databases).

DESCRIPTION: Columbia International Affairs Online (CIAO) is the most comprehensive source for theory and research in international affairs. It publishes a wide range of scholarship from 1991 onward that includes working papers from university research institutes, occasional papers series from NGOs, foundation-funded research projects, proceedings from conferences, books, journals and policy briefs.

The Columbia Granger’s World of Poetry contains 250,000 poems in full text and 450,000 citations, numbers that will continually expand with each update. The poems in full text are the most widely-read in the English language, as well as in Spanish, French, German, and Italian. Included also is poetry in Portuguese, Polish, Yiddish, Welsh, Gaelic, and other Celtic languages, as well as poems in the ancient languages: Anglo-Saxon, Provencal and Latin. Scholars in each of these languages have reviewed and guided the selection of poems, so that the poetry on Granger’s is also the poetry encountered in the classroom.

The Columbia Gazetteer of the World Online is the renowned geographic encyclopedia that contains over 170,000 articles or entries on all types of places throughout the world; both physical places and political entities. Most articles have details on where the place is located, its dimensions and borders, and information on economic activities, demographics, history, and former or alternate names and different spellings and pronunciations.
Gina McCue  
VP, Worldwide Sales  
Voice: 855-292-6100 x.126  
Fax: 617-426-3103  
Email: gina.mccue@credoreference.com

Nomi Russi  
Account Manager  
Voice: 855-292-6100 x.150  
Fax: 617-426-3103  
Email: nomi.russi@credoreference.com

PRODUCTS: Literati Academic  
AVAILABILITY: Offered currently.  
DESCRIPTION: Literati delivers a powerful blend of technology, content and services for a complete solution to help libraries achieve their goals.  

Technology: The Literati solution includes embedded tools that guide the user; integration of the library’s existing resources and discovery services (extending their value); tools that measure what works and what doesn’t; and a growing collection of more than 10,000 Topic Pages. Topic Pages alone are valued at over $3.5 million. Additional technologies such as the Mind Map provide a powerful way to visualize and understand the research process.

Content: Academic Core is a librarian-curated collection of award-winning reference works packaged with college and university students in mind. Publishers contributing titles to this collection include Routledge, SAGE, Cambridge University Press, Wiley, Elsevier and many others. Libraries may enhance Academic Core with Credo’s Publisher and Subject Collections, available for perpetual purchase, subscription or individual titles for purchase.

Services: What makes Literati Academic truly unique are the customized and complementary services that are specifically focused on meeting your individual library’s needs for discovery, classroom integration, library promotion, and education and assessment.

As a part of your Literati Academic subscription, our on-staff librarians and educators work with you throughout the year to support your library’s strategic goals and help your students learn the critical thinking and problem solving skills necessary for success beyond campus.
Digital Science

The Macmillan Building
4 Crinan Street
London N1 9XW United Kingdom
Websites: www.digital-science.com
www.figshare.com, www.symplectic.co.uk

Betsy Donohue, Business Development Manager,
Publisher Technologies
Voice: 610-312-6460
Email: b.donohue@digital-science.com

Meghan McTaggart, Human Resources Manager
Voice: 978-886-1343
Email: m.mctaggart@digital-science.com

Lucas Schlager, Marketing Lead
Voice: 631-523-3390
Email: lucas@readcube.com

Phill Jones, Head of External Partnerships
Voice: +44 7462 942232
Email: phill.jones@readcube.com

PRODUCTS:
Altmetric – Showcase and track the impact of papers within your institutional repository.

figshare – Securely host your research data privately or publicly in the cloud.

ReadCube Access – The most affordable way to expand your collections and offer your patrons instant access to a huge range of articles.

Symplectic – Encourage repository engagement and grow your collection with a single intuitive system.

AVAILABILITY: All services are available now for librarians, publishers and researchers.

DESCRIPTION: Digital Science is a new technology company started out of Macmillan Science and Education, providing software and tools for scientific researchers. From intelligent knowledge discovery tools to software applications for the laboratory and decision-support systems for managers, Digital Science combines world-class technology with a resolute focus on scientists and those who support the research process. We believe passionately that tomorrow’s research will be different – and better – than today’s. Visit www.digital-science.com. We’re pleased to be showcasing our groundbreaking products – Altmetric, figshare, ReadCube and Symplectic.

Docuseek2

P.O. Box 411222
Chicago, IL 60641 USA
Website: http://docuseek2.com

Jim Davis
President
Voice: 773-428-5972
Fax: 773-245-5243
Email: jd@docuseek2.com

Elena Wayne
Sales and Marketing Manager
Voice: 847-537-0606
Fax: 773-245-5243
Email: ewayne@docuseek2.com

Jonathan Miller
Voice: 718-488-8900
Email: jmiller@icarusfilms.com

PRODUCTS: Docuseek2

AVAILABILITY: Available now for academic use.

DESCRIPTION: Docuseek2 is the new academic streaming source for the best in social issue and documentary film. We provide exclusive academic streaming for films from renowned leaders in documentary film distribution including Bullfrog Films, Icarus Films, Kartemquin Films, Collective Eye Films and more. With 400 titles and growing, Docuseek2 provides flexible licensing options, high quality encoding, variable bitrate delivery, MARC records, searchable interactive transcripts for many titles, detailed usage analytics and free previews (first 10 minutes) to registered users. License single titles, the whole collection, or curate your own collection. A free 30-day trial is available to colleges and universities.

With our exceptional content, Docuseek2 presents excellent depth in a wide range of subjects, including the environment, global studies, the economy, history, anthropology, philosophy, architecture, urban studies, labor studies, women's studies and more.

Follow us on Twitter and Facebook: docuseek2.
**Duke University Press**

905 W. Main Street Suite 18B  
Durham, NC 27701 USA  
Website: dukeupress.edu

Beth Hoskins  
Library Relations Coordinator  
Voice: 919-687-3627  
Fax: 919-680-6078  
Email: libraryrelations@dukeupress.edu

Lesley Jones  
Customer Service Manager  
Voice: 919-687-3684  
Fax: 919-688-2615  
Email: lesley.jones@dukeupress.edu

Michael McCullough  
Sales Manager  
Voice: 919-687-3604  
Fax: 919-688-4391  
Email: mmccullough@dukeupress.edu

Kimberly Steinle  
Library Relations Manager  
Voice: 919-687-3655  
Fax: 919-680-6078  
Email: ksteinle@dukeupress.edu

Amanda Kolman  
Customer Service Assistant Manager  
Voice: 919-688-5134  
Fax: 919-688-2615  
Email: amanda.kolman@dukeupress.edu

**EBSCO Information Services**

10 Estes Street  
Ipswich, MA 01938 USA  
Website: www.ebsco.com

Request for Information  
Voice: 800-653-2726  
Fax: 978-356-6565  
Email: information@ebsco.com

PRODUCTS: EBSCO Discovery Service, EBSCO eBooks.  
DESCRIPTION: EBSCO Information Services (EBSCO) is the trusted industry leader with 69 years of experience providing cutting-edge technology and resources for libraries including EBSCONET, EBSCO’s total e-resource management system, and EBSCOhost, the world’s premier for-fee online research service, including full-text databases, subject indexes, historical digital archives, and eBooks. EBSCO provides more than 375 research databases, nearly 480,000 eBooks plus subscription management services for 365,000 e-journals and e-journal packages and is the provider of EBSCO Discovery Service, offering deeper indexing and more full-text searching of journals and magazines than any other discovery service. EBSCO’s 30 regional offices, located in 23 countries around the world, serve customers in more than 200 different countries worldwide.
PRODUCTS: EcoAméricas: (2 publications)
(1) EcoAméricas – a 12-page monthly report on development and the environment in Latin America.

AVAILABILITY: Subscriptions include monthly issues of EcoAméricas, our annual Guide to Latin American Environmental Agencies as well as access to 14 years of back issues of our monthly reports in English and Spanish at www.ecoamericas.com. Monthly reports of EcoAméricas and the EcoAméricas Guide are available in both print and PDF format [web version in html], and serves an international audience of academic institutions, businesses, environmental organizations, and public agencies.

DESCRIPTION: EcoAméricas – a leading monthly report on Latin American environmental issues and trends since 1998 – provides objective and reliable environmental reporting for an international audience of academic institutions, environmental organizations, businesses and government agencies. Subscribers receive not only superior content, but also detailed contact information with each article, giving them direct access to our sources. Subscriptions include a free copy of the Guide to Latin American Environmental Agencies as well as access to all back issues of EcoAméricas reports, and the electronic version of the Guide in English and Spanish at www.ecoamericas.com. Winner of the 2013 SIPAwards for Best Newsletter – Public Sector/Government.
July Kim Young
Associate Account Manager
Email: j.young@elsevier.com

Randall Spencer
Associate Account Manager
Email: rj.spencer@elsevier.com

PRODUCTS:
- Reference Modules on ScienceDirect
- ScienceDirect
- Scopus
- Mendeley
- Engineering Village
- Open Access Publishing

AVAILABILITY: Offered to librarians and researchers.

DESCRIPTION: Elsevier is a world-leading provider of scientific, technical and medical information products and services. The company works in partnership with the global science and health communities to publish more than 2,000 journals, including The Lancet and Cell, and close to 20,000 book titles. Elsevier’s online solutions include ScienceDirect, Scopus, and Reaxys.

Reference Modules on ScienceDirect combine thousands of related Elsevier reference work articles into one evolutionary source of trustworthy information now kept current. Continuous review by a renowned editorial board ensures that article updates reflect the most significant developments in the field, as indicated by a time-stamp to show researchers when an article was last reviewed for currency or updated. Reference Modules change the research experience by organizing trustworthy and current information into one useful subject hierarchy that guides users to build foundation knowledge in their primary subject area, broaden perspective in new areas, and stay current where it matters most. They are available beginning September 2013 to ScienceDirect customers.
Ex Libris

1350 East Touhy Avenue, Suite 200 E
Des Plaines, IL 60018 USA
Website: www.exlibrisgroup.com

Steve Hargis, Regional Account Manager
Voice: 636-284-6474
Email: steve.hargis@exlibrisgroup.com

Sean Crosbie, Regional Account Manager
Voice: 303-346-0137
Email: sean.crosbie@exlibrisgroup.com

John Straw, Regional Account Manager
Voice: 815-530-9323
Email: john.straw@exlibrisgroup.com

Tate Nunley, Director of Sales
Voice: 303-684-7572
Email: tate.nunley@exlibrisgroup

Ray Jankoski, Director of Sales
Voice: 770-335-4813
Email: ray.jankoski@exlibrisgroup.com

PRODUCTS: Alma next generation library services. Primo discovery and delivery.

AVAILABILITY: Alma and Primo are both currently offered and are mainly utilized by academic and research libraries.

DESCRIPTION: Alma supports the entire suite of library operations – selection, acquisition, metadata management, digitization, and fulfillment – for the full spectrum of library materials, regardless of format or location. Recognizing libraries’ present and future needs, and in collaboration with diverse global partners, Ex Libris has developed the Alma next generation library management service to consolidate, optimize and extend the range of library services.

Primo discovery and delivery – a one-stop system that helps a library expose the richness of its collections, engage users with an up-to-date experience, and assist them in obtaining all of the library’s local and remote resources. Meeting user expectations for quick, easy, and effective searching and retrieval, Primo is a one-stop solution for the discovery and delivery of local and remote resources, such as books, journal articles, and digital objects.

Primo assists libraries in exposing the richness of their collections and engaging users with an up-to-date discovery and delivery experience.

Faculty of 1000

121 West 27th Street, Suite 604
New York, NY 10001 USA

Andrew Masterson
U.S. & Canada Sales Manager
Voice: 646-416-9889
Email: Andrew.Masterson@f1000.com

Aaron Dykstra
Sales Executive; Western US & Canada
Voice: 646-416-9881
Email: Aaron.Dykstra@f1000.com

Kinga K. Hosszu, PH.d.
Outreach Director
Voice: 646-416-9884
Email: Kinga.Hosszu@f1000.com


AVAILABILITY: F1000Prime to academic and medical libraries. F1000Research open access publishing.

DESCRIPTION: F1000Prime Identifies Important Articles in Biology and Medicine

If you are a researcher in biology or medicine, F1000Prime could help you stay on top of new developments in your field.

F1000Prime differentiates itself from other subject-specific databases by relying on selected expert scientists and clinical researchers to identify important work in their disciplines. Experts, approximately 5,000 individuals, make article recommendations and then score them. Articles recommended for inclusion are ranked according to how many experts have recommended them.

The database is searchable by the most recommended articles (All Time Top 10), author, area of study and article type. F1000Prime also includes a section, Hidden Jewels, which features articles from the past 14 days published in specialist journals.
PRODUCTS: Digital Archives
AVAILABILITY: Currently available to colleges and universities.
DESCRIPTION: Gale, part of Cengage Learning, provides access to authoritative information that addresses all types of user needs - from homework help, to health questions, to business profiles - in print, online, eBook and microfilm. www.gale.com.
PRODUCTS: GeoScienceWorld; OpenGeoSci; GeoScienceWorld eBooks Collections.

AVAILABILITY: GeoScienceWorld and OpenGeoSci are available currently, GeoScienceWorld eBooks Collections launching May 2014. Audience is Librarians, Geoscience professionals and researchers.

DESCRIPTION: GeoScienceWorld (GSW) is a nonprofit collaborative and comprehensive Internet resource for research and communications in the earth sciences, which is built on a core database of peer-reviewed journals and is integrated with the GeoRef abstract and index service. The organization gives global researchers a single point of access to 41 full-text scholarly journals plus specialized searching capabilities and links to millions of relevant resources hosted elsewhere on the Web.

Our mission includes an expansion into additional forms of content relevant to geoscience researchers, including books, datasets, maps, tables, images, and theses, with the further development of services that optimize the discovery and use of public and proprietary resources. Examples of our next initiatives will be available in beta and for trial later this year.

Harvard University Press

79 Garden Street
Cambridge, MA 02138 USA
Website: www.hup.harvard.edu

Briana Ross
Sales Representative
Voice: 617-384-7515
Fax: 617-496-4892
Email: briana_ross@harvard.edu

Emily Arkin
Senior Editor for Digital Publication Development
Voice: 617-496-4690
Email: emily_arkin@harvard.edu

PRODUCTS: Digital Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE)
Emily Dickinson Archive (EDA)

AVAILABILITY: Fall 2013.

DESCRIPTION: Harvard University Press launches two landmark digital projects this Fall.
The digital Dictionary of American Regional English (DARE) will open up new avenues to explore this singular reference.
Key features include:
40,000 dictionary entries, with definitions, word origins, synonyms, pronunciations, and regions
State-of-the-art reference searching and browsing
Insights into the DARE survey and bibliography
Audio clips of quotations and maps illustrating www.daredictionary.com
The Emily Dickinson Archive (EDA) makes high-resolution images of manuscripts of Dickinson’s poetry available in open access. In addition to manuscript images, Emily Dickinson Archive provides a historical array of editors’ attempts to translate these autograph materials into printed form, as well as contemporary transcripts of poems that do not survive in autograph.
The EDA is a growing collaboration that includes the Berkman Center for Internet and Society, Boston Public Library, Digital Public Library of America, Emily Dickinson Lexicon at Brigham Young University, Frost Library at Amherst College, Harvard Library, Harvard University Press, and Houghton Library at Harvard.

IGI Global

701 E. Chocolate Avenue
Hershey, PA 17033 USA
Website: www.igi-global.com

Ms. Lindsay Johnston, Managing Director
Voice: 717-533-8845 x.127
Fax: 717-533-8661
Email: ljohnston@igi-global.com


AVAILABILITY: IGI Global content is geared towards international researchers, librarians, and universities.
All books are available for pre-order up to 6 months prior to the book’s release. IGI Global offers a 5% pre-publication discount that is good on all book titles up through 30 days after the book is released.

For libraries, with every print purchase of IGI Global reference books, free electronic access is available for that title for two years. This offer is also available for Topic Collections.

DESCRIPTION: Founded in 1988, IGI Global, headquartered in Hershey, Pennsylvania (USA), is a leading international academic publisher of more than 2,300+ reference books, 155+ journals, encyclopedias, teaching cases, proceedings, and databases focusing on the areas of: education, social science, library science, healthcare, business, public administration, computer science, and engineering.
IGI Global offers premier and peer-reviewed content in both print and electronic formats to international researchers, librarians, and universities, and actively publishes under five imprints – Information Science Reference, Business Science Reference, Medical Information Science Reference, Engineering Science Reference, and IGI Publishing.
**Infobase Learning**

132 W. 31st Street, Floor #17
New York, NY 10001 USA
Website: www.infobaselearning.com

Doug Mingle, Director of Sales
Voice: 800-322-8755 x.4240
Fax: 212-564-1322
Email: dmingle@infobaselearning.com

Greg Ricci, Digital Services Consultant
Voice: 800-322-8755 x.4256
Fax: 212-564-1322
Email: gricci@infobaselearning.com

**PRODUCTS:** Films On Demand.

**AVAILABILITY:** Currently offered.

**DESCRIPTION:** Infobase Learning is one of America’s leading providers of a variety of innovative, affordable digital resources, including streaming video, online databases, and eBooks, under such well-known names as Films Media Group, Facts On File, Bloom’s Literary Criticism, World Almanac, and Ferguson Publishing.

Our web-based video streaming service, Films On Demand, provides unlimited 24/7 access to 16,500 titles and 225,000 segments, ready to be shared through online catalogs, distance education courses, and learning management systems. Comprehensive curriculum-focused collections or over 30 subject-specific collections are offered on a subscription basis.

Known for their unprecedented depth of coverage, our subject specific reference databases contain more than 70 years’ worth of authoritative, sole-source content. Users can be confident that the wide range of high-quality, impeccably organized material has been written by experts and vetted by our editorial team, rather than aggregated from other sources.

Subscribe to our new Academic eBook Collection and gain instant access to more than 1,800 full text eBooks. An outstanding value, the growing Academic eBook Collection connects your library to any classroom or online course. Reduce your shelf space, grow your library’s eBook collection, and serve your entire institution with one convenient resource.

**Informa Healthcare**

London / New York / Melbourne
Website: www.informahealthcare.com

Debra Page
Institutional Sales Manager
Voice: 646-957-8973
Email: debra.page@informausa.com

**PRODUCTS:** Peer reviewed journals.

**AVAILABILITY:** 180 journals (online and in print) for professionals and academics in the healthcare and pharmaceutical industries.

**DESCRIPTION:** Informa Healthcare publish over 180 peer-reviewed journals for the pharmaceutical, life science and clinical medicine industries covering over 20 subject disciplines including drug delivery, biotechnology, nursing and allied health. Our key titles include Current Medical Research Opinion (CMRO), Expert Opinion, Expert Reviews, Medical Teacher, and the Critical Review series.

All our content is on one platform with a dedicated mobile site available to all at no additional cost. Combining the reach of a global publisher with the personalised service of a niche publishing partner we deliver high impact information to researchers, with flexible delivery options available to librarians.
INTELECOM Intelligent Telecommunications

150 E. Colorado Boulevard, Suite 300
Pasadena, CA  91105  USA
Website:  www.intelecomonline.net

Wanda Harden
Account Manager
Voice:  626-796-7300 x.222
Fax  626-577-4282
Email: wharden@intelecom.org

PRODUCTS:  INTELECOM Online Resources Network:
Affordable Academic and Career Video on Demand.


DESCRIPTION:  The INTELECOM Online Resources Network offers college and university faculty an affordable streaming video database for enhancing and supplementing online, hybrid, and face-to-face classes. More than 4,500 object-level video clips and full-length lessons in high enrollment and high demand subject areas including U.S. History, Psychology, Astronomy, Sociology, Anatomy & Physiology, Engineering, Health, Oceanography, Political Science, Nursing Education, Biology, Mathematics, Anthropology, Environmental Studies, and more. New for 2014 … Information Technology (Network Certification).

Key features and benefits:
Free 30-day trials
Customizable MARC records (AACR2)
Mobile-friendly H.264 video
Persistent URLs and embeddable video players
100% closed captioned video
Free Blackboard Building Block
Discovery service integrations (WorldCat Local, Summon, EBSCO Discovery Service, EBSCO A-to-Z)
On-Demand usage statistics and report generator
Video tutorials and user support

---

Ingram Content Group Inc., is the world's largest and most trusted distributor of books, music and media content. Thousands of publishers, retailers and libraries worldwide use Ingram's fully integrated physical and digital distribution, logistics, and manufacturing solutions to access global consumer demand, and realize the full business potential of book content.

--

Ingram Content Group Inc.
One Ingram Boulevard
La Vergne, TN  37806  USA
Website:  www.ingramcontent.com

Karolyn Anderson
Director, Academic Sales – NA
Voice:  617-620-7527
Email: karolyn.anderson@ingramcontent.com

Bob Nardini
VP, Product Development, CISI
Voice:  905-374-5320
Email: bob.nardini@ingramcontent.com

Lisa McDonald
Senior Sales Representative
Voice:  614-716-9614
Email: lisa.mcdonald@ingramcontent.com

Rob Grindstaff
eContent Sales & Journal Acquisition Director
Voice:  615-213-5369
Email: rob.grindstaff@ingramcontent.com

PRODUCTS:
Ordering Tools:
OASIS, MyiLibrary, ipage, and Electronic Data Interchange (EDI).

Collection Development:
Approval Plans, E-books, Firm Orders, and Patron Selection.

For Publishers:
Print on Demand for books and journals.

AVAILABILITY:  Our products and services are currently offered to academic and professional librarians worldwide.

DESCRIPTION:  Ingram Content Group Inc., is the world’s largest and most trusted distributor of books, music and media content. Thousands of publishers, retailers and libraries worldwide use Ingram’s fully integrated physical and digital distribution, logistics, and manufacturing solutions to access global consumer demand, and realize the full business potential of book content.

---

AVAILABILITY: Currently offered. Scholarly and professional audience.

DESCRIPTION: InteLex Corporation’s PAST MASTERS series encompasses the world’s largest collection of full text electronic editions in philosophy. The series also includes significant collections in political thought, religious studies, sociology, the history of science, economics, and classics. Original language texts are available in Latin, French, German, Danish and Dutch, aside from English and English translation.

IOP Publishing

150 South Independence Mall West, Suite 929
Philadelphia, PA 19130 USA
Website: ioppublishing.org

Kevin Batt, Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 609-654-0612
Fax: 215-627-0879
Email: batt@ioppubusa.com

Max Brigman, Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 910-792-1239
Fax: 215-627-0879
Email: brigman@ioppubusa.com

PRODUCTS: IOP ebooks.

AVAILABILITY: Offered currently to existing and new customer base.

DESCRIPTION: IOP ebooks is a brand new book program that brings together innovative digital publishing with leading voices from across physics to create the essential collection of physics books for a digital world. Developed in collaboration with leading researchers in their field, IOP ebooks feature must-read content for the physics community. This program plays an essential part in communicating high-quality research and delivering key learning materials to the scientific community. With a focus on publishing electronically, authors in the IOP ebooks program are able to fully exploit ever-evolving digital publishing capabilities. Multimedia and advanced features become an integral part of the book, while content is semantically enriched to optimize discoverability and offer an enhanced reading experience.

Our born-digital program offers:
A fully integrated platform – Book and journal content are together on IOPscience.
No DRM – Designed specifically for electronic delivery, IOP ebooks allow DRM-free simultaneous access for users.
E-reader compatibility – Books and chapters are published in HTML, PDF and EPUB formats.
Rapid publication times – Books are published within four months of receipt of final manuscript.
Multimedia content – now an integral part of the book.

AVAILABILITY: Products are offered currently to academic and public libraries in the U.S., Canada, and all Latin America.

DESCRIPTION: ITMS Group is the premier management company that oversees operations for Systems Link International and World Engineering Xchange. With a mission founded on advancing research, promoting a diverse line of products, and affording up-to-date industry information, ITMS Group has served the needs of engineers, librarians, and others since 2005.

For more information, please visit our website: www.itmsgroup.net

Systems Link International (SLI) represents high impact and high profile publishers and technology partners with content and tools spanning the scientific, technical and medical segments as well as the business and social sciences segments. SLI is a premier information resource provider that focuses on distributing access to top databases, online publications, eBooks, and more.

For more information, please visit our website: www.systemsint.info
PRODUCTS:  Journal of Visualized Experiments (JoVE)

AVAILABILITY:  Academic/Research Institutions

DESCRIPTION:  JoVE is the world’s first and only video journal for the biological and physical sciences. JoVE was established as a new tool in life science publication and communication, with participation of scientists from leading research institutions. JoVE takes advantage of video technology to capture and transmit the multiple facets and intricacies of life science research. Visualization greatly facilitates the understanding and efficient reproduction of both basic and complex experimental techniques, thereby addressing two of the biggest challenges faced by today’s life science research community: i) low transparency and poor reproducibility of biological experiments and ii) time and labor-intensive nature of learning new experimental techniques.
PRODUCTS: Kanopy Streaming Service – a la carte or collection subscription.
Patron Driven Acquisition for online video.
Online Video Search and Find Service.
Online Video Hosting Service.

AVAILABILITY: Available to any educational institution globally.

DESCRIPTION: Kanopy is the “Netflix for Educational Video,” offering colleges and other tertiary educational institutions a comprehensive, one-stop-solution for all their online video needs. Kanopy’s service combines cutting edge technology with a diverse collection of documentary, training and theatrical videos sourced from leading film producers and filmmakers around the world. Kanopy offers a search and find service, a video hosting service and is the first platform to offer a successful PDA model for video. Launched in Australia in 2008, Kanopy now distributes over 20,000 videos and reaches over 24 million students globally. As the fastest growing academic video platform, Kanopy is becoming the video platform of choice for U.S. colleges.

Karger Celebrates its 123rd Birthday this Year as an Independent, Family-Owned Publisher Based in Basel, Switzerland.

Karger publishes around 80 journals (including 17 fully open access titles) and 50 books a year in biomedical research, online and print. Following a comprehensive retrodigitization program, all Karger journals are now electronically available back to their first issue, and all eBooks back to 1997. Ask about our many subject packages, Hospital Collection, Pharma Collection, etc.

Karger’s Publication of the Year is a 2-volume, 1,400 page translation of Vesalius’ *De humani corporis fabrica* to mark the 500th anniversary of the author’s birth.
DESCRIPTION: In November 2013 all Maney journals currently hosted on ingentaconnect will move to our new journal platform, Maney Online. Powered by Atypon’s Literatum platform, our primary goal is to create a user-friendly platform that will be intuitive and easy to navigate but will also have all the tools and functionality required by our end-users. We are working hard to ensure a smooth and seamless transfer from ingentaconnect to Maney Online, with minimal disruption for our customers.

Please visit Sales Manager, Allan Barnett, at the Maney stand to find out more about Maney Online and see a demo of the site, plus learn about our journal developments for 2014.
**Mergent, Inc.**

580 Kingsley Park Drive  
Fort Mill, SC  29715  USA  
Website:  www.mergent.com

Fred Jenkins  
Executive VP, Sales  
Voice:  800-342-5647  
Email:  fred.jenkins@mergent.com

John Pedernales  
Executive Managing Director  
Voice:  800-342-5647  
Email:  john.pedernales@mergent.com

Neel Gandhi  
Director, Product Development  
Voice:  800-342-5647  
Email:  neel.gandhi@mergent.com

**PRODUCTS:**  
- Mergent Intellect  
- Mergent Online  
- Million Dollar Directory (MDDI)  
- Key Business Ratios on the Web (KBR)  
- Mergent Archives  
- D&B Country Insight

**AVAILABILITY:**  
- Academic, Corporate, and Public Libraries.

**DESCRIPTION:**  
Mergent, Inc. is a leading provider of business and financial information on global publicly listed companies and has partnered with D&B to provide several online/print solutions. Based in the U.S., Mergent maintains a strong global presence, with offices in New York, Charlotte, San Diego, London, Tokyo, Kuching and Melbourne.

Founded in 1900, Mergent operates one of the longest continuously collected databases of descriptive and fundamental information as well as pricing and corporate action data on domestic and international companies, together with terms and conditions data on corporate and municipal bonds. Mergent subsidiaries provide services in independent equity research and administration and tools for portfolio building and measurement. To learn more, visit www.mergent.com.

---

**Midwest Library Service**

11443 Saint Charles Rock Road  
Bridgeton, MO  63044-2789  USA  
Website:  www.midwestls.com

Jay Askuvich  
General Sales Manager  
Voice:  800-325-8833  
Fax:  800-962-1009  
Email:  askuvich@midwestls.com

Cindy Human  
Regional Manager  
Voice:  800-325-8833  
Fax:  800-962-1009  
Email:  human@midwestls.com

**PRODUCTS:**  
- InterACQ – a Web-based acquisitions management and collection development system.

**AVAILABILITY:**  
- InterACQ is available without charge to Academic, Public, and Special Library customers.

**DESCRIPTION:**  
Midwest Library Service provides books, technical processing, and collection development services including firm ordering, notification plans, an approval plan, out-of-print services, and standing order programs to academic, public, and special libraries. InterACQ is Midwest’s Web-based acquisitions management and collection development system. Midwest is a WorldCat Cataloging Partner.
PRODUCTS: Over 30 scholarly journals are available in print and electronic formats from the MIT Press.

DESCRIPTION: The Journals division of the MIT Press began in 1969 with two quarterly publications. Today, we publish over 30 titles in the arts and humanities, economics, international affairs, history, political science, science and technology. We were one of the first university presses to offer its titles electronically, and the division continues to adopt technologies that allow us to better support the scholarly mission and disseminate our content widely. The division publishes journals owned by the MIT Press as well as journals sponsored by various societies and associations. We offer a suite of traditional and digital services that can be customized to fit each journal’s needs.
Morgan & Claypool Publishers

1537 Fourth Street, Suite 228  
San Rafael, CA 94901 USA  
Website: www.morganclaypool.com

Linda Weiss  
Sales  
Email: weiss@morganclaypool.com


AVAILABILITY:Available as perpetual access one-time purchase to institutions.

DESCRIPTION:Our Synthesis Digital Library and Colloquium Digital Library are collections of new, original ebooks in engineering, computer & information science, and the biomedical sciences. Both collections are one-time fee, perpetual access purchases with no restrictions on usage and no DRM.

Nature Publishing Group

75 Varick Street, 9th Floor  
New York, NY 10013-1917 USA  
Website: nature.com

Rochelle Gore  
Barbara Kaplan  
Nicole Bran


AVAILABILITY:All available online on nature.com, for scientists, researchers, and students.

DESCRIPTION:Nature Publishing Group (NPG) brings you leading scientific and medical research in print and online. Our portfolio combines Nature (founded in 1869) the leading weekly, international scientific journal, its associated Nature research journals, and Nature Reviews journals, Scientific American, plus a range of prestigious academic journals including society-owned publications.

For information on titles including Nature Climate Change, Nature Communications, the Nature, and Scientific American archive collections visit the booth to meet our NPG representatives.
OCLC WorldShare Management Services provide a unified, Web-based environment that streamlines acquisitions, circulation, e-resource and license management, and metadata management workflows – and offers a powerful discovery and delivery tool for library users. WorldShare Management Services are built on an open, collaborative platform, so libraries can add features and functions to support their unique communities. www.oclc.org/en-US/worldshare-management-services.html

OCLC WorldShare Metadata Services provides a complete metadata management solution for physical, licensed and digital resources across multiple formats. WorldShare Metadata works with WMS, alternative cloud-based services and traditional integrated library systems. For libraries using WMS, WorldShare Metadata can fully integrate these functions in the same staff interface, improving efficiency for “back office” operations. OCLC also offers a wide range of additional cataloging options to suit varying workflow and collection needs. www.oclc.org/en-US/worldshare-metadata.html

Current WorldCat Resource Sharing libraries are migrating to OCLC WorldShare Interlibrary Loan, which integrates discovery and delivery of electronic, digital and print materials within a single interface. It also supports evolving workflow changes, including the option to purchase needed items rather than borrow them. It centralizes workflows now managed in multiple systems, and provides new functionality that speeds fulfillment of interlibrary loan requests, saving time for your staff and users. www.oclc.org/en-US/worldshare-ill.html

OpinionArchives is an electronic collection of the oldest journals in America in their entirety. These 17 titles of politics, arts, culture, domestic and international coverage, are full text searchable from their inception starting in 1850, to the current print. There are many subscription options from limited to unlimited and annual to perpetual subscriptions. You may Browse by issue or search the full text where PDFs of the original source material will be displayed. Hundreds of schools and libraries have already subscribed to this important collection.

Oxford University Press

Marie Wallden
Library Sales Representative
Voice: 919-677-0977 x.5395
Email: marie.wallden@oup.com

Jeff Shoup
Library Sales Representative
Voice: 919-677-0977 x.5307
Email: jeff.shoup@oup.com

Valerie Faison
Institutional Marketing Associate
Voice: 919-677-0977 x.5228
Email: valerie.faison@oup.com

Amanda Hirko
Sr. Institutional Marketing Manager
Voice: 919-677-0977 x.5354
Email: amanda.hirko@oup.com

PRODUCTS: Online products, journals, and print books.
AVAILABILITY: Available by subscription or purchase.
DESCRIPTION: Oxford University Press is one of the world’s leading innovators in online academic research, publishing innovative reference works and over 300 highly-cited journals. OUP publishes a suite of critically-acclaimed online reference products, including the Oxford English Dictionary, Oxford Handbooks Online, Oxford Reference, and University Press Scholarship Online. In addition to these online reference resources, OUP provides journal packages through the Oxford Journals Collection and Oxford Journals Archive. Oxford University Press also offers a free search and discovery gateway that searches across Oxford’s digital academic content. With a single click, the Oxford Index finds related scholarship from Oxford and our partners – including journal articles, scholarly monographs, reference sources, and more – unlocking connections in a way not previously possible. Stop by our table for more information on our online resources or just to see what’s new.

Palgrave Macmillan

Lorraine Keelan
Sales & Commercial Director
Voice: 646-307-5771
Fax: 212-777-6359
Email: l.keelan@palgrave.com

Roohana Khan
Associate Director, Online Sales
Voice: 646-307-5836
Fax: 212-777-6359
Email: roohana.khan@palgrave-usa.com

Winston Jeune
Sales Representative, Canada and Government
Voice: 646-307-5838
Fax: 212-777-6359
Email: winston.jeune@palgrave-usa.com

PRODUCTS: Palgrave Connect
Palgrave Pivot
Palgrave Reference and Journals
Contact our team at onlinesales@palgrave-usa.com for information on sales models.
DESCRIPTION: Global academic and professional publisher Palgrave Macmillan publishes journals, textbooks, monographs and reference works in print and online. Our program focuses on Business, Social Sciences, Humanities and Study Skills. Our ebook platform, Palgrave Connect, presents libraries with a flexible approach to building a perpetual ebook collection with over 12,500 titles offered through two models: Subject Collections or Build Your Own Collections. Titles are published simultaneously with the print edition with permissive DRM, and current titles are available in EPUB format. New resources in 2013 include International Historical Statistics and The Palgrave Encyclopedia of Strategic Management. Our journals program has also grown by the introduction of three new journals – American Journal of Cultural Sociology, Journal of Marketing Analytics and International Politics Reviews.
PRODUCTS:

Reference Universe
19th Century Masterfile
Public Documents Masterfile


DESCRIPTION: Reference Universe is the new way to search e-reference and print simultaneously, and realize a return on the sizable investment you’ve made in your library’s reference collection. A single search across nearly 50,000 specialized subject encyclopedias and scholarly compendia allows library users to instantly identify which titles are held by your library, at a level of analysis far deeper than that which a library catalog can provide.

19th Century Masterfile: Students, scholars and historians no longer need to wade through countless printed indexes or scattered electronic files to explore historical literature. 19th Century Masterfile brings all the relevant materials into a single source. In addition to vast indexing sources, 19th Century Masterfile also contains millions of links to full-text sources of value to historians and students. No history department is complete without access to this unparalleled resource.

Public Documents Masterfile 1774-2011 provides single search access to a vast trove of United States government publications. Public Documents Masterfile eases the process of finding documents by aggregating document types into a single search function, accessing resources you know well, and those you might not even have thought to explore. Non-US government agency data is also being expanded.
PROJECTS: Online Journals and ebooks.

AVAILABILITY: Academic, School, Special, and Public Libraries.

DESCRIPTION: Project MUSE is a rich and diverse database of Social Science and Humanities books and journals from more than 200 distinguished university presses and scholarly societies.

Content from over 550 journals is currently offered, including many prestigious flagship titles in their respective disciplines. Journals are available to libraries by subscription in six interdisciplinary collections designed to accommodate the research and budget needs of subscribing institutions. The UPCC Book Collections on Project MUSE consist of more than 23,000 book titles. For 2014, over 100 publishers will make their books available on the Project MUSE platform. Books are available to libraries for purchase or subscription in a variety of collections based on subject area and imprint date. Single title purchasing is available to libraries through YBP.

Project MUSE books and journals provide DRM-free and 100% full-text content; unlimited simultaneous usage, printing, and downloading; mobile accessibility on any PDF-compatible device; and simultaneous print and electronic publication for new content.
RAND State Statistics

Joe Nation
Director
Voice: 415-602-2973
Email: nation@randstatestats.org

PRODUCTS: RAND State Statistics
http://randstatestats.org

AVAILABILITY: New site launched July 1, 2013. Focus on academic, public, and special libraries.

DESCRIPTION: RAND State Statistics contains more than 300 Social Science databases covering 50 U.S. states. The data granularity is awesome. Looking for the dollar value of frozen chickens exported from Arkansas to Taiwan in 2007? We have it. Need to compare current per capita health expenditures in Texas and New York? We have that, too. Most databases contain 15+ years of data. View, download, graph, import to Excel. Sponsored by RAND, the nation’s leading think tank.

Readex

5801 Pelican Bay Boulevard, Suite 600
Naples, FL 34108-2734 USA
Website: www.readex.com

Erin Luckett, Vice President, Sales
Voice: 302-571-8532; 800-762-8181 x.9037
Fax: 302-571-8816
Email: eluckett@newsbank.com


AVAILABILITY: Readex digital collections may be acquired by institutions of all kinds, including academic, public, school, society, special, military and government libraries. To request more information or a free trial, please visit www.readex.com or email sales@readex.com.

DESCRIPTION: Readex has published many of the most widely used collections of primary source research materials in academic libraries, first as Readex Microprint Corporation and since 1984 as a division of NewsBank. Librarians and scholars recognize Readex for its efforts to transform research in the humanities and social sciences and to dramatically reshape the study and teaching of centuries of American and world history, literature, culture and daily life. Today, Readex continues to play a leadership role by creating comprehensive and innovative Web-based resources.
PRODUCTS: The R2 Digital Library, Rittenhouse’s market-leading eBook platform, provides clients with access to thousands of essential and specialized titles in an intuitive interface optimized for use in health sciences.

DESCRIPTION: The R2 Digital Library from Rittenhouse is an eBook platform optimized for the health sciences. While featuring thousands of health sciences titles from 60 leading STM publishers, the R2 Digital Library has the acquisition flexibility, content and integration demanded by the contemporary library. New Patron Driven Acquisition model is mediated and customizable.

Purchase model enables librarians to customize their collection and avoid paying for unnecessary resources. Once purchased, libraries own the eBook for the life of the edition. R2 Digital Library features one of the largest collections of medical images available anywhere on the web. The R2 Digital Library can be used as a stand-alone ePlatform or integrated with a library’s discoverability service. IP authentication allows users to immediately access eBooks within an institution’s internet range. User names and passwords can be used for remote access. MARC record download is simple, intuitive and free.

PRODUCTS: Journals of Royal Society Publishing.

DESCRIPTION: Royal Society Publishing is home to the first ever peer-reviewed scientific journal, dating back to 1665, and continues to publish groundbreaking research today in nine leading journals. As a non-profit organization, Royal Society Publishing aims towards the dissemination of scientific knowledge, by supporting the Royal Society’s mission in promoting, developing and funding science globally.
S&P Capital IQ

John Quealy
Sales Director
Voice: 212-438-4093
Fax: 212-438-3423
Email: john_quealy@spcapitaliq.com

PRODUCTS: S&P Capital IQ NetAdvantage
AVAILABILITY: A trusted, sophisticated, user-friendly business reference tool for:
- Academic Libraries
- Public Libraries
- Corporate Libraries and Information Centers

DESCRIPTION: S&P Capital IQ NetAdvantage is a comprehensive source of business and investment information, offering on-line access to Standard & Poor’s independent research, data and commentary on stocks, bonds, funds, and industries.

The NetAdvantage Advantage:
- Powerful searching and screening tools to facilitate academic research, job searches, case studies, competitive intelligence, strategic planning, due diligence and M&A activities.
- Private company information – hard-to-find data on over 85,000 companies that are not publicly traded.
- NAICS code searching to identify potential customers, vendors, strategic partners.
- Biographies of thousands of corporate executives and directors.
- Export tools to enable researchers to download data into spreadsheet programs for further analysis.

Sabinet

African Online Journals
1021 Bank Avenue
Centurion, South Africa
Website: www.sabinet.com
Email: info@sabinet.co.za

Pierre Malan
Executive Director
Voice: + 27 12 643 9500
Fax: + 27 12 663 3543
Email: pierre@sabinet.co.za

PRODUCTS: African Online Journals.
AVAILABILITY: 320 Journal titles, with over 250,000 full-text articles.

DESCRIPTION: The largest and most comprehensive collection of full-text online African Journals in the world. Sabinet has been offering an aggregation service to the Southern African publishing community since 2001, and it has developed into the most comprehensive, searchable collection of full-text electronic African journals in the world (including reviews and studies), covering subjects such as business, education, humanities, science, medical and health sciences, law and theology. These journals represent research carried out in Africa and the content is not restricted to information about Africa. All of the electronic journals are made available through a single search interface and platform. Currently we offer more than 320 journals and more than 250,000 articles with the content growing daily.
Terry Kitchen
Academic / Gov’t ePublication Sales Rep
Voice: 724-772-7181 Fax: 724-776-3087
Email: tkitchen@sae.org


AVAILABILITY: The SAE Digital Library allows you to create a customized library containing full-text standards, technical papers, magazines, e-books, and reports. Our Library empowers researchers, librarians, and students to quickly find and share the information they need to succeed. Visit www.saedigitallibrary.org.

SAE’s ebook solutions are designed to fit the needs of departments and universities of all sizes. Delivered through the SAE Digital Library platform, get the content that suits your needs and budget. Visit http://books.sae.org/resources/digitallibrary.htm.

Each of SAE’s scholarly journals aims to serve the needs of academic and industry authors, researchers, and readers in a medium tailored for discovery, integration, and application of research. Visit http://store.sae.org/saejournals/

DESCRIPTION: SAE’s Digital Library is an essential resource for researchers and academics that delivers powerful search and filtering tools, deep linking to full-text documents, and citation downloads. Through a robust search engine and user-friendly layout, access more than 200,000 critical, current, and historical mobility engineering resources instantly.

From individual titles to technical series, SAE’s ebook solutions brings you the latest technologies written by the world’s leading subject experts. Customize a subscription of individual titles, choose a technology-specific bundle or the entire library.

SAE scholarly journals keep you current with research in automotive, aerospace, and commercial vehicle technologies. SAE’s journals utilize the perspective of recognized and respected subject matter experts in the industry. Our nine content-specific journals cover all areas relevant to ground vehicle and aerospace engineering, and are available online and in print.
Robert Dentel  
Sales and Business Development  
Voice: 360-685-5597  
Fax: 360-647-1445  
Email: robertd@spie.org  

PRODUCTS: SPIE Digital Library and eBooks.  
AVAILABILITY: Flexible, affordable subscriptions are available for institutions and consortia.  
DESCRIPTION: SPIE is an international, not-for-profit, membership society. Dedicated to advancing light-based technologies, SPIE publishes research in astronomy, biophotonics, nanotechnology, sensors, lasers, electro-optics, communications, imaging, and more. The SPIE Digital Library includes 180 eBooks and 400,000 technical papers from SPIE Journals and Conference Proceedings (1962 to present).

Kristi Showers  
Library Marketing Specialist  
Voice: 212-460-1556  
Email: kristi.showers@springer.com  

David Celano  
Vice President, Library Sales U.S. & Canada  
Voice: 212-620-8419  
Email: david.celano@springer.com  

Robert Boissy  
Account Development Manager  
Voice: 718-244-7918  
Email: robert.boissy@springer.com  

DESCRIPTION: The Springer Book Archives link the past, present and future of scholarship with anytime, anywhere access to more than 100,000 STM eBooks dating back to the 1840s. Via SpringerLink users can easily discover how more than a century of science books spanning 12 subject collections can inform their research. The Springer eBook Collection, dating back to the 1840s, spans the world of science, technology and medicine, with over 7,000 new titles annually. The Collection speeds research by interconnecting all SpringerLink content with high resolution illustrations, exceptional search capabilities and LookInside content previews. Flexible institutional licensing options are available.

SpringerLink is Springer’s comprehensive online delivery platform, providing easy access to more than 5 million resources in the world’s most complete online collection of STM books, journals, reference works, protocols and databases. The new SpringerLink, built on the latest technologies, has more sophisticated search and discovery tools, that deliver results with the speed, accuracy and convenience that today’s researchers need. For Libraries, administering the platform is now easier than ever; new practical, management tools enable librarians to manage the platform with minimal effort, freeing them to devote more time to other responsibilities.
PRODUCTS: STAT!Ref Mobile Access takes STAT!Ref healthcare e-sources on the go. With powerful interactive functionality, STAT!Ref Mobile Access allows users to search their institution’s subscriptions anytime, anywhere. STAT!Ref is available through mobile applications that are supported by most popular devices or through web enabled mobile access technology (STAT!Ref Mobile).

AVAILABILITY: At STAT!Ref, we have many different types of customers and users. Any individual or institution that seeks current, reliable healthcare information, would benefit from a STAT!Ref subscription.

Here is a sampling of our most frequent users: Doctors, Nurses, College Professors, Residents/Students, Medical Center/Hospital Librarians, University/College Librarians, Dentists, Military Personnel and Public Health Personnel.

DESCRIPTION: STAT!Ref is a reputable, healthcare e-resource, enabling physicians to intuitively cross-search full-text, evidence-based and authoritative resources. With over 400+ resources currently offered in over 50 healthcare disciplines, STAT!Ref provides the latest, healthcare information in a customizable, and convenient online format. More answers, fast.
Swank Digital Campus

10795 Watson Road
St. Louis, MO 63127 USA
Website: http://www.swank.com/digitalcampus/

Mike Eyler
Account Executive
Voice: 888-389-3622
Fax: 314-984-0964
Email: meyler@swank.com

Sarah Garegnani
Account Executive
Voice: 888-389-0964
Fax: 314-984-3622
Email: sgaregnani@swank.com

PRODUCTS: Streaming film service for educational use.
AVAILABILITY: Now available; Academic Institutions.
DESCRIPTION: Digital Campus by Swank Motion Pictures, Inc. allows students the flexibility to legally view course-assigned films outside the classroom. Providing digital access to course-related films allows educators to enhance the learning experience without taking up valuable class time.

Digital Campus provides a flexible and custom solution to fit your campus’ needs by distributing films through your Learning Management System. Select and pay only for the films you need! We have exclusive distribution of thousands of films, making us the largest repository of digital film content to complement the curriculum of any course.

Swets

904 Black Horse Pike
Runnemede, NJ 08078 USA
Website: www.swets.com

George Duncan, Regional Consultant, U.S. Southeast
Voice: 856-312-2304
Email: GDuncan@us.swets.com

Jason Downs, Regional Consultant, U.S. West Coast
Voice: 856-312-2024
Email: JDowns@us.swets.com

Jose Luis Andrade, President, Swets Americas
Voice: 800-645-6595
Email: JAndrade@us.swets.com

Stuart Silcox, National Sales Manager, Canada
Voice: 856-312-2454
Email: SSilcox@us.swets.com

DESCRIPTION: Mendeley Institutional Edition (MIE), powered by Swets is the premier research collaboration tool that allows librarians and institutions to connect their collection directly to researchers and support collaboration. MIE provides indisputable, statistical proof of value for your library and can be used to access new, high-level altmetrics and boost ROI, advance research and connect with top researchers to cultivate research collaboration. http://www.swets.com/mendeley

eBooks in SwetsWise offers a single, user-friendly interface to manage both journals and eBooks, unique from any other service available. It's a simplified way to select and acquire eBooks by easily comparing prices between vendors, eliminating the need to search high and wide for the best deals from each publisher or vendor. http://www.swets.com/swetswise/ebooks

SwetsWise Selection Support is the most complete evaluation and analysis tool currently available for making collection development decisions. It's an intuitive evaluation tool, combining usage statistics, subscription details and price information into one clear overview with COUNTER compliant reporting functionality to analyze your electronic resources. SwetsWise Selection Support can help you to evaluate the usage, impact factor and price-per-use of your electronic holdings in a quick and efficient manner. http://www.swets.com/swetswise/selection-support
Margaret Donahue Walker, Journals Sales Director
Voice: 215-606-4346
Email: margaret.walker@taylorandfrancis.com

Beth Mullen, Journals Sales Manager
Voice: 215-606-4340
Email: beth.mullen@taylorandfrancis.com

Tina Currado, Journals Sales Manager
Voice: 215-606-4319
Email: tina.currado@taylorandfrancis.com

Mary Nugent, Journals Sales Manager
Voice: 805-498-0564
Email: mary.nugent@taylorandfrancis.com

PRODUCTS: South Asia Archive, Taylor & Francis Online Library, Taylor & Francis Online Journal Archive.

DESCRIPTION: The South Asia Archive is a comprehensive online resource for South Asian studies scholars, lecturers, and students. Through the digitization of rare primary and secondary sources spanning the Indian sub-continent, the South Asia Archive provides quick and easy access to an unparalleled collection of research documents, many of which were previously inaccessible. This product is currently available to academic libraries looking to expand their South Asian Studies collections.

The Taylor & Francis Online Library provides online access to more than 1500 journals across 19 different subject areas through our intuitive, easy-to-use platform, Taylor & Francis Online. The Online Library consists of 1100+ journals spanning across 14 Social Science & Humanities subject areas and more than 400 journals within 5 Science & Technology subject areas. The Taylor & Francis Online Library contains a generous backfile, dating back to 1997 where available. This product is currently available to all academic libraries.

Explore 198 years of academic excellence with the Taylor & Francis Online Journal Archive. The Archive features influential content from 1996 back to the journals very first volume where available. With 19 subject areas and more than 1,100 long-standing and influential titles, libraries can purchase the complete Archive or by individual subject area. This product is currently available to all academic libraries looking to expand their backfile collection.

Alexandra Williams
Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 212-584-4711
Email: alex.williams@thieme.com

Philip Heller
Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 212-584-4670
Email: philip.heller@thieme.com

PRODUCTS: Thieme E-Journals, Thieme E-Book Library, Thieme Clinical Collections, Thieme Teaching Assistants, Science of Synthesis, Thieme eNeurosurgery, Medlantis

AVAILABILITY: All currently available as institutional licenses.

DESCRIPTION: Thieme is a leading independent publishing company providing educational, research, and clinical resources in the field of medicine, chemistry, and the life sciences.

Thieme will showcase its full portfolio of online resources including Thieme E-Journals, our collection of high-impact journals in medicine and science, and our two medical E-Book platforms: the Thieme E-Book Library, our educational solution, and Thieme Clinical Collections, our online clinical book program. Additional highlights include the Thieme Teaching Assistant series offering innovative web-based presentation tools, now available in anatomy, pharmacology, physiology and biochemistry. New in 2013, Thieme is proud to launch a new suite of multi-media platforms in clinical medicine: Thieme eNeurosurgery, Thieme eOtolaryngology, and Medlantis Radiology.
PRODUCTS: Books

DESCRIPTION: Established in 1891, the University of Chicago Press is the largest American university press. The Press publishes approximately 250 books a year and has published over 11,000 books since its founding. The Press also publishes leading journals and annuals in fields including the humanities and physical, life, and medical sciences.
**The Video Project**

145 Ninth Street, Suite 102  
San Francisco, CA 94103 USA  
Websites: www.videoprojectdigital.com  
www.videoproject.com

Jessica Hammond  
Director of Operations  
Voice: 415-757-5444  
Fax: 888-562-9012  
Email: Jessica@videoproject.com

Pat Hargest  
Director of Sales  
Voice: 410-917-5520  
Fax: 831-429-1719  
Email: pat@enabledware.com

Erica Wong  
Lead Associate  
Voice: 415-981-9710  
Fax: 888-562-9012  
Email: Erica@videoproject.com

PRODUCTS: Educational Documentaries streaming or DVD; Digital content management and digital campus solutions for colleges and universities.

AVAILABILITY: 30 day, 1-year, and 3-year streaming licenses on The Video Project – MediaHUB, DVD’s, and digital site licenses up to 5 years available. Distributed to colleges, k-12 schools, libraries, businesses, religious groups, government agencies and non-governmental organizations.

DESCRIPTION: Our mission is to distribute the very best in educational media and documentary programming on critical environmental, global and social issues to the widest possible audience worldwide. The Video Project collection features award-winning programs for all ages, including Oscar and Emmy award-winners from over 200 independent filmmakers worldwide. We are the exclusive or primary distributor for most of the programs in our collection.

**Wiley**

111 River Street  
Hoboken, NJ 07030 USA  
Website: www.wileyonlinelibrary.com

Stacey Kahn  
Marketing Manager  
Email: skahn@wiley.com

Ginnie Lee  
Senior Marketing Manager  
Email: glee@wiley.com

Lisa Nachtigall  
Director of Digital Book Sales  
Email: lnachtigal@wiley.com

Erika Schweitzer  
Senior Account Manager  
Email: eschweit@wiley.com

PRODUCTS: Wiley Online Library

DESCRIPTION: Wiley is a leader in creating award-winning content for academic, professional and scientific audiences. The Wiley-Blackwell division serves the global research and scholarly community and is the world’s largest society publisher.
Wolper Information Services

360 Northampton Street
Easton, PA 18042 USA
Website: www.wolper.com

Lesley Lloyd, Academic/Medical Sales Manager
Voice: 610-559-9550    Fax: 610-559-9898
Email: llloyd@wolper.com

Katherine (Kit) Greening, Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 610-559-9550    Fax: 610-559-9898
Email: kgreening@wolper.com

PRODUCTS: Subscription management and related services, including our award-winning, cloud-based account management system, WOLPERweb.
Also, best-in-class information management solutions through strategic partnerships – aggregated databases, e-books, copyright compliance and content analytics, electronic resource discovery, access and management.

AVAILABILITY: Wolper's services are available to clients across a wide variety of segments: academic, medical, corporate, government, as well as public libraries and consortia.

DESCRIPTION: One of EContent 100 "companies that matter most in the digital content industry," Wolper Information Services is an award-winning, woman-managed business with 35+ years of experience and a High Tech, High Touch approach that balances next-generation technology with personalized service.
We handle content in all formats – print, online, e-journal packages, site licenses and databases – and offer a suite of best-in-class information management tools that address discovery and electronic resource access and management, rights compliance and content analytics.
Wolper consistently earns high marks for saving customers time and money and for providing excellent customer support. We recently won Gold in the 2013 Stevie Awards for "Front-Line Customer Service Team of the Year" and Bronze in the 2012 Best in Biz Awards for "Most Customer-Friendly Company of the Year."
Our proprietary, cloud-based account management system, WOLPERweb, has won awards from KMWorld magazine (for "real-world knowledge management solutions") and EContent magazine. With an intuitive, dashboard-like user interface, WOLPERweb offers point-and-click ease, 24/7 access, maximum configurability, "real-time" reporting capabilities, and much more.
We are members of ALA, MLA and SLA, and service clients in the academic, medical, corporate, government and public library markets.
Visit us in the Pinckney Room. www.wolper.com

Wolters Kluwer Health | Ovid

333 Seventh Avenue
New York, NY 10001 USA
Website: www.ovid.com

Diane Campagnes
Regional Sales Manager
Voice: 561-330-6512    Fax: 561-330-7585
Email: diane.campagnes@wolterskluwer.com

PRODUCTS: OvidSP
JBI EBP Database
BMJ Clinical Evidence

AVAILABILITY: Offered currently to the Academic, Medical, and Corporate Library Community.

DESCRIPTION: Wolters Kluwer Health | Ovid (www.ovid.com) is a global information solution provider used by healthcare practitioners, librarians, researchers, and students to help inform decisions on patient care, support research to improve practice, and explore new discoveries. Medical, academic, corporate and government institutions globally rely on our customizable solution of content, best in class search and discovery tools and award-winning support services to meet their research needs.

Ovid delivers a comprehensive portfolio of the world’s premium peer-reviewed clinical, medical, nursing and allied health content, including evidence-based resources from Joanna Briggs Institute EBP database and tools, Evidence-Based Medicine Reviews (which includes the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews and more), BMJ Clinical Evidence, Natural Standard, and more.

OvidSP, our industry-leading online research platform offers more than 4,000 books, over 1,300 premium journals as well as open access titles, and over 100 bibliographic databases. Precision search and discovery tools and features maximize research efficiency, simplify and speed analysis and workflow – all in a simple, integrated and easy-to-use system.
PRODUCTS: Books, Journals, MRW and E-contents.

AVAILABILITY: Offered currently to all Academic Librarians.

DESCRIPTION: World Scientific Publishing is one of the leading scientific publishers in the world, and the largest international scientific publisher in the Asia-Pacific region. Our mission is to develop the highest-quality knowledge-based products and services for the academic, professional, research and student communities worldwide. We publish more than 550 books and 125 journals a year in various fields of science, technology, medicine, and business and economics. We are also on the cutting-edge of electronic publishing as all of our journals and most of books are available in electronic format.

PRODUCTS: WT Cox Information Services offers full-service serials management services and Journal Finder.

AVAILABILITY: Academic, Special, and Public libraries.

DESCRIPTION: WT Cox proudly offers the best service standards in the industry. Our customers enjoy personalized electronic and print serials solutions as well as a host of additional services including a search and discovery tool, access to over 3 million eBooks, document delivery services and more.

As your information partner, WT Cox offers Journal Finder – our exclusive A-Z, Link Resolver and ERM solution, providing users access to your library’s electronic content within a clean and simple interface. Journal Finder was designed by librarians for library users – making it one of the most robust e-access products on the market.

Allow WT Cox to evaluate your collection and provide the most cost-effective solution for your library.
YBP Library Services

999 Maple Street, Contoocook, NH 03229 USA
Website: www.ybp.com

Steve Sutton, Senior Manager,
Digital Content Sales/Eastern U.S.
Voice: 704-960-3602  Email: ssutton@ybp.com

Kristine Baker, Director of Digital Sales
Voice: 603-746-3102 x.3331  Fax: 603-746-2747
Email: kbaker@ybp.com

Alison Roth, Director of Sales – Eastern U.S.
Voice: 802-291-1865  Email: aroth@ybp.com

Michael Zeoli, VP Strategic eContent Development and Partner Relations
Voice: 603-856-3458  Email: mzeoli@ybp.com

Matt Nauman, Academic Digital Product Manager
Voice: 503-314-2618  Email: mnauman@ybp.com

Ashley Fast Bailey, Collection Development Manager
Voice: 603-545-7514  Email: abailey@ybp.com

Eva Gavarris, Collection Development Manager, Western Canada
Voice: 250-864-0101  Email: egavarris@ybp.com

Barbara Kawecki, Director of Sales, Western U.S.
Voice: 303-618-4154  Email: bkawecki@ybp.com

Sophia Apostol, Director of Sales, Canada
Voice: 647-407-7674  Email: sapostol@ybp.com

Ann-Marie Breaux, VP, Academic Service Integration
Voice: 678-445-5720  Email: abreaux@ybp.com

John Elliott, VP, U.S. Sales
Voice: 760-445-5584  Email: jelliott@ybp.com

Joan Thompson, Collection Development Manager
Voice: 503-545-7767  Email: jthompson@ybp.com

PRODUCTS: Demand Driven Acquisitions, and Profiled Content Solutions.

DESCRIPTION: YBP is a supplier of digital and print monographs, collection management and metadata solutions to research libraries and consortia. YBP offers rapid fulfillment, extensive title inventory, and GOBI, the premier bibliographic information database for managing print and digital acquisitions.
Thank You

The Charleston Information Group, LLC. would like to thank all the exhibitors who have participated in this year’s Charleston Vendor Showcase. Your support is greatly appreciated! And many thanks to all those who visited with our exhibitors. We hope your experience has been useful in learning more about what’s available in the exciting world of electronic resources, publishing, and bookselling.